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Automated Calculations
Optimize your payroll with overtime & absence management utilizing
our user-friendly software, tailored to your working patterns allowing you
to focus on growing your business.

Network Connection
Simple wireless or wired network connection allows you to seamlessly
download data at the click of a button from your clocking machine.

Prevent Spread of Viruses
Our hygenic, non-contact facial recognition system recognises
employees' in less than a second - Simply look and go.

Eliminates attendance fraud, saving you on average 2 - 5% on payroll
costs - no more paying for time employees are not present.

Prevent Fraudulent Clockings

User Friendly 
The software and terminal are designed with users' in mind, providing a
friendly user experience and each package comes with extensive
documentation on the usage of the software.

On-Hand Support
Our support team are UK based Time and Attendance experts. Use our
solutions stress free at all points with assistance ranging from Initial
Setup to Running Payroll.
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Our latest Clocking Machine
Introducing the BioTime Clocking System - the cutting-edge solution for managing
employee attendance with unparalleled accuracy and reliability. Say goodbye to unreliable
manual time tracking and hello to the future of employee management.

With advanced facial recognition technology, the BioTime Clocking Machine precisely
identifies employees, ensuring only authorized personnel are able to clock-in. Our latest
touch screen terminal utilizes advanced machine learning technology, allowing it to quickly
and accurately read faces for efficient clocking.

Our face recognition AI models have been trained on a vast and diverse data set. With the
BioTime Clocking System, you can prevent time theft and other forms of fraud, giving you
complete control over your workforce management.

13.5cm x 14.5cm x 3cm

Key Features

Automatic DST Synchronisation

Powered by Standard UK Plug

Wi-Fi and Ethernet Connection for Flexibility

1 Year Warranty Included covering Parts & Labour

Dimmable LED Light for darker environments

Efficient Yet Simple Clocking Process Simply 'Look and Go'

Easy to use minimal 4.3" Touch Screen

Quick hassle-free setup

30 Day Money Back Guarantee



BioTime
Software Features

The terminal records
employee
attendance and
verifies their identity.

Employees
Clock in

Effortlessly retrieve
your attendance
data using Wi-Fi or
wired connection. 

Data is
Collected

Verify clocking data
using our clear and
concise user-friendly
software.

Review
Clockings

Utilize a wide range
of reports or simply
export to Sage for
your payroll.

Pay
Employees

Flexibility and Simplicity

How It All Works

The BioTime Software is flexible yet easy to use. With a none opinionated approach it can
adapt to the majority of use cases and requirements. Since it's launch thousands of
businesses have adopted BioTime as a way to simplify their payroll process.

Contact our sales team today for a free quote. Our 30 Day Money Back Guarantee allows
you to join the thousands of businesses saving money on their Employee Management

Completely Risk Free.
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Calculates most common types of working rules including lunch breaks and
overtime, removing all manual calculations saving time and money

Standard or flexible working times for each day of the week may be setup per
employee or groups, with easy to follow setup wizards

Automatic highlighting of anomalies - lateness, absence, missed clockings, exceeded
breaks etc.

On screen editing of clocking data and automatic re-calculation of hours. (Audit log
to show if clockings have been added or altered)

Advanced leave recording for holidays, sickness, training etc, with the ability to create
customised leave types

Comprehensive reporting suite with detailed and summary reports and ability to
export to Microsoft Excel and link to payroll packages


